LEAD LINED FRAMES
Heritage Collection - Flush

Lead Lined Frame "LL2F" – for Non-rated

- Door Lined under Door skins
- #8 x 1-1/2" S.M.S. (Included)
- 1/4" Leaded Glass (by Others)
- Modified Frame & Glass Support (2 per Unit)
- FRAME STYLE #115 shown

ORDER SIZE: Inside Dimension of Frame
GLASS SIZE: Order Size + 3/4"
CUTOUT SIZE: Order Size + 1-5/8" (1-3/4" ONLY)

Lead Lined Frame "LL" – for 20-Minute Fire Rating

- Lead Lined Door May be leaded down center (as shown) or under skins.
- Lead (Included)
- 9/16" Aluminum Spacer (Included)

ORDER SIZE: Visible Glass of Center
LABELED GLASS SIZE: Order Size + 3/4"
LEADED GLASS SIZE: Order Size - 1/4"
CUTOUT SIZE: Order Size + 1-3/4"
LEAD LINED FRAMES
Heritage Collection - Flush

Lead Lined Frame "LL" – for 45-Minute Fire Rating

ORDER INFORMATION:
Order size = Visible Dimensions of Center Pane, (W+H)
Glass size = Center Pane Order size + 3/4" | Outer Pane(s) Order size - 3/16"
Cutout size = Order size + 1 5/8"
UL Listed 20, 45, and 60 Minutes when seated pane is listed glazing material and the outer pane is Leaded Glass

Lead Lined Frame "LL2F" – for No Fire Rating

ORDER INFORMATION:
Order size = Visible Dimensions (W+H)
Glass size = Order size + 3/4"
Cutout size = Order size + 1 5/8"
No Fire Rating